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COMPANY
REACTIONS

IR35

WHAT WE ARE SEEING
IN 2020

Culling contractors
Businesses offering fixed term solutions to
contractors without realising they are at
huge risk of doubling their costs
Complete Avoidance: head in the sand
approach
Delaying any decisions until March

April 6th, 2020 and the introduction of the
IR35 legislation reforms are fast approaching,
and as companies start to make decisions on
how they will approach the reforms, we can
start to see the cost of these decisions.
 
So far we have seen companies respond to
the proposed changes in four adverse, and
potentially damaging ways. These include:
 

 
All of these are problematic in their own way.
Considering that, despite earlier speculation,
it is likely that the reform will go through as
planned, it is important that all businesses get
their houses in order as early as possible. 
 
Failure to do this and to ensure compliance
could result in significant financial penalties,
as well as difficulty hiring the top talent. This
is easily avoidable, if businesses respond to
IR35 reforms responsibly and logically. 
 
The following document explores how
businesses are incorrectly responding to the
reforms and alternative solutions.
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CONTRACTOR

CULLING

Specialist projects left undelivered due to a lack of resources
Huge premium and/or increasing salaries to retain contractor resources
No specialist support or niche skill sets, resulting in a generalist delivery
Increasing the time, cost, and risk of project deliverables

By culling all contractors businesses risk the following:
 

 
By taking this route in order to mitigate risk from a legal perspective, businesses risk losing top
niche talent to their competitors who can continue delivering high quality projects, whilst their own
projects remain unfinished, costing them more!

FIXED TERM

SOLUTIONS

As the dust settles in approximately 6 months, contractors will move from companies who offered
fixed-term contracts to companies offering contracts outside of IR35
So, businesses will pay double the fee initially and will be in a position of having no talent to
deliver the project or will have to pay an even higher premium than now.
To attract new talent, businesses will have to change all of their processes again, doubling up
their approach.

When offering contractors fixed term solutions, we're noticing businesses fail to realise the
following:
 

 
Top talent will migrate to companies who are willing to conduct accurate audits of their entire
contractor estate and correctly  asses IR35. Businesses in this scenario risk losing their top talent
to competitors and will struggle to attract or retain new resources.
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Some companies are now removing
all contract staff from their books, and
refraining from hiring them. This is it
avoid IR35 implications, but what
does this mean for recruitment?

The illusion of this approach is that it
will cut costs and remove liability, and
is therefore a great solution, but it will
actually hit businesses twice!
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HEADS IN THE

SAND

No SDS report conducted on existing contractor estate
No SDS report for contractors hired, or even just paid, after April 6th 2020
SDS report conducted but not passed down the whole supply chain

By burying their heads in the sand businesses fail to realise that they take on all HMRC
liabilities in the following scenarios:
 

 
All of these demonstrate a lack of reasonable care, and this failure to prepare or comply with IR35
regulation will result in severe financial and reputational damage. 
 
Contact Maxwell Bond immediately for advice and guidance on how to mitigate financial risk
and get prepared.

Some companies have failed to
acknowledge the upcoming reforms
and have therefore failed to plan or
strategise for the changes they may
need to make.

DELAYING UNTIL

MARCH
Preparing for IR35 takes time.
Leaving this until last minute is
problematic and exposes your
business to significant legal and
financial risk.

Paying a premium for advice and specialist services due to high demand
Missing the boat; those who will be paid after April 6th will be charged to the end client
No time to conduct adequate and thorough SDS checks across your whole estate
Forced to 'do it on the cheap' by accepting poor quality, risky advice

By delaying action until March to wait for government steer, companies risk the following:
 

 
As mentioned previously, it looks increasingly likely that IR35 reforms will pass through as
planned, and it is therefore imperative that businesses prepare for this in advance.
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HOW WE CAN

HELP

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
FOR IR35

Contact Maxwell Bond to become fully IR35
compliant, insured, indemnified, and to
remove all associated risk.
 
Through one point of contact we can provide: 

Full audit of 
contractor estate

Accurate SDS 
Reports

Indemnify and
insure each
individual

Ensure full supply 
chain compliance

Remove criminal
 and financial risk

Free events
and guidance

Let us help you get your communications and
strategy right.
 
Contact us today:

0161 359 3280

steven.jagger@maxwellbond.co.uk

MAXWELLBOND.CO.UK

Download IR35 Whitepaper HERE

IR35 is not new and the rules are not
changing. Only the liability is changing, which
makes the end client responsible for correctly
determining and reporting on their contractor's
IR35 status'.

https://www.maxwellbond.co.uk/page/news/events/ir35-client-exclusive-roundtable/

